Bodyguards & Protection Specialists
Threats to your security, or to those you care for are on the rise and becoming more asymmetrical with todays
down turned economy, up rise in crime and modern hostile tactics. We are up to speed on the latest techniques
and tactics and trained in the use of movement protocols, contact maneuvers, close combat, weapons and
tactics, evasive driving, communication, technology and all are trained tactical medics. Our Protection Specialists
are adaptable to any social, formal or personal situation, and we pride ourselves on maintaining security and
privacy for our clients in a low key and low profile, but professional manner. Our priority is to provide our clients
with a safe environment without compromising their privacy, allowing you to concentrate on your affairs without
concerns regarding your safety and privacy.
Our CEO, Tony Jones, is not only a retired Air Force Officer, the former Director of Personnel Recovery in Iraq
and a Personal Protection Specialist, but the former Director of Training and Operations of Crisis Response
International (CRI), one of the leading Israeli Bodyguard and Protection Specialist training companies in the world.
He has trained hundreds of operators to State Department Standards and all of our operators are graduates.
Using our considerable expertise in the field of security and protection, we will provide a comprehensive security
solution in accordance with your specific circumstances.
In order to conduct any type of operations, you first need to know the integrity of those people you allow into your
inner circle. We are Las Vegas specialists, having been in the area for over twenty years. We have been vetted
by the Nevada Private Investigators Licensing Board and maintain both Private Investigators license as well as a
Private Patrolman's License. We are networked extensively throughout Las Vegas, having handled top CEO's,
celebrities and Las Vegas High Rollers. We are also a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business.

Personnel - Why us?
1.) We have real world Investigative, Combat & Private Security experience.
2.) We are Investigators / Protection Specialists who have either been Instructors or Graduates of our School.
3.) We are former Military, Special Operators who have also been Israeli trained.
4.) We are all Tactical Medics, have been trained in the latest life saving trauma medical procedures.
5.) We are all Emergency Vehicle Operator's, and highly trained in evasive driving maneuvers.
6.) Most importantly, we have all been tested under duress.
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